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ICSE MARCH – 2020 RESULTS
Number of students appeared : 117
Number of students passed
: 117

SCHOOL TOPPERS OUT OF 500
Ishya Reddy
492/500 – 98.4%

Aryan P Kangonkar
492/500 – 98.4%

Highest aggregate:

492/500 - 98.4 %

Lowest aggregate :

417/500 - 83.4 %

RESULT ANALYSIS: OUT OF 500
Shreeaaditya S
491/500 – 98.2%

Joanna K Jose
491/500 – 98.2%

Harshavardhan Patel
491/500 – 98.2%

Divya Eshwar
491/500 – 98.2%

95 % & ABOVE
90 – 94.9 %
85 – 89.9 %
80 – 84.9 %

-

71 students
36 students
09 students
01 student

TOTAL - 117 APPEARED

Aayush Kannan
490/500 – 98%

Thejasvi Sampath
490/500 – 98%

Aryan Bandaru
490/500 – 98%

Asish P Gandrothu
490/500 – 98%

HIGHEST SCORES IN EACH SUBJECT
English
Hindi
Kannada
History Civics/ Geography

- 93
- 100
- 99
- 100

Mathematics
Science
Computer Applications
Commercial Application

-

100
100
100
100

SUBJECT WISE TOPPERS
1

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS - 100

MATHS - 100

ENGLISH – 93
DIVYA ESHWAR

HINDI – 100

1

ARYAN PRASHANTH KANGOKAR

1

ABHESHEK MURUGAN

2

HARSHVARDHAN PATEL

2

ADEESH DEVANAND

3

ISHYA REDDY

3

ANIRUDH DEVANAND

4

ARKAPRAVA ROY

1

AAYUSH KANNAN

4

PRATHAM

2

ARYAN PRASHANTH KANGOKAR

5

RAYANSH KHAMESRA

5

ARNAV ADESH SONTAKKE

3

ARYAN BANDARU

6

ROHIT KUMAR BIRAKAYALA

6

ARYAN BANDARU

4

ASISH PAVANRAM GANDROTHU

7

SAI DHRUTHI K V L

7

ASISH PAVANRAM GANDROTHU

5

CHAITANYA MANDAR DESHPANDE

8

SAI TARUN PENDELA

8

ATHARV REVANKAR

6

DIVYA ESHWAR

9

SAUMYA SRIRAM

9

AYUSH M

7

HARSHVARDHAN PATEL

10

SHERIN SATHISH KOSHY

8

ISHYA REDDY

11

SHREEAADITYAA

9

JOANNA KEZHAKETHIL JOSE

12

THEJASVI SAMPATH

10

PRATHAM

11

RAYANSH KHAMESRA

HISTORY CIVICS/ GEOGRAPHY: 100

12

ROHIT KUMAR BIRAKAYALA

1

AAYUSH KANNAN

13

SAI DHRUTHI K V L

2

AKASH ARKA B

16 JENAS ANTON VIMAL

14

SAI TARUN PENDELA

3

AMEYA RAJESH PATIL

17 JOANNA KEZHAKETHIL JOSE

15

SAUMYA SRIRAM
SEJAL NAHAR

ARKAPRAVA ROY
ARYAN PRASHANTH KANGOKAR

18 KAVYA R

16

4
5

17

SHREEAADITYAA

18

SRIVISHNU MUNI GADE

6
7
8

ARYAN BANDARU
ASISH PAVANRAM GANDROTHU
CHAITANYA MANDAR DESHPANDE

19

THEJASVI SAMPATH

9

CHANDRA

S

BALIGA

S

KANNADA - 99
1

BALIGA

SADHVI M SATISH

LEKSHA K P

PRATHAM BALIGA

2

SAI TARUN PENDELA

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS - 100

LEKSHA K P

12 DEEPAK KAPA
13 DIVYA ESHWAR
14 HARSHVARDHAN PATEL

19 KEDHAR KRISSHNAN
20 KEERTHI K
21 MOHUL Y P
22 NIKITA RAHUL PATWARDHAN

10 DIVYA ESHWAR

23 PRANAV DHANANJAY

11 HARSHVARDHAN PATEL

24 PRANAV GOVIL

12 ISHYA REDDY

25 RACHANA G B

13 JOANNA KEZHAKETHIL JOSE

26 RAYANSH KHAMESRA

15 MOHIT PRASAD SINGH

1

11 CHANDRA

15 ISHYA REDDY

14 KEERTHI K

SCIENCE - 100

10 CHAITANYA MANDAR DESHPANDE

16 MOHUL Y P

ABHYANKAR

27 ROHIT KUMAR BIRAKAYALA
28 SADHVI M SATISH

17 NIKITA RAHUL PATWARDHAN

29 SAI DHRUTHI K V L

18 PRATHAM

30 SAI MOHANANSHU JUJJAVARAPU

BALIGA

19 RAYANSH KHAMESRA

31 SAI TARUN PENDELA

20 ROHIT KUMAR BIRAKAYALA

32 SATVIK RAMAKRISHNA

21 SADHVI M SATISH

33 SAUMYA SRIRAM

22 SAI DHRUTHI K V L
1

AAYUSH KANNAN

2

ARYAN PRASHANTH KANGOKAR

24 SAI TARUN PENDELA

3
4

PRATHAM BALIGA
SEJAL NAHAR

25 SATVIK RAMAKRISHNA

23 SAI MOHANANSHU JUJJAVARAPU

34 SHERIN SATHISH KOSHY
35 SHREEAADITYAA

S

36 SHRI HARI S
37 SNEHA SARAGADAM

26 SAUMYA SRIRAM
27 SEJAL NAHAR

38 SRIVISHNU MUNI GADE

28 SHERIN SATHISH KOSHY

39 STUTI VATS

29 SHREEAADITYAA

40 TANNISHTHA J NAIR

S

30 SHREYASS NAGARAJ

41 THEJASVI SAMPATH

31 SHRI HARI S

42 UDDISH MANDANNA M P

32 SRIVISHNU MUNI GADE
33 THEJASVI SAMPATH
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CELEBRATION OF GURU PURNIMA AT NHPS
Guru Purnima is a day dedicated to gurus and devotees. The devotees thank their gurus on this auspicious day and are very grateful for enlightening them. In
keeping with the tradition of showing respect to our Gurus for their invaluable contribution to enlighten the young minds, Guru Purnima was celebrated by New
Horizon Public School on Sunday, July 5, 2020.

An online competition was organized for the students to mark this day.

The following are the results of the competition
conducted to mark the celebration of Guru Purnima.

Theme – Guru-Shishya Parampara
Results of the Poster Making Competition
Std 1 to 4
Std 5 to 10

-

Poster Making Competition
Slogan Writing Competition

Std. I

May the Gurus continue to enlighten the young minds and be the torch-bearers of the society.

NAME
Ameya Sachin (1C)

PRIZE
First

Krishvi C (1A)

Second

Jai Gupta (1D)

Second

Mihika Chauhan (1D)

Second

Monit Venkatesh JR (1C)

Third

Ruthvik Sivakumar (1E)

Third

Omkar Vinayak (1B)

Consolation

Megha Velmurugan (1D)

Consolation

Std. II
NAME

Std. III
NAME

Std. IV
PRIZE

NAME

PRIZE

PRIZE

Lipika Kolli (2E)

First

Maitri Chandramouli (2D)

First

Nidhi Reddy(2B)

Second

Ananyaa V (2B)

Second

Aaditri Sadhukhan (2B)

Third

Hari Saatvik P (2C)

Consolation

Arjun Ashwin Deshmukh (3C)

First

Laalithya PSR (4C)

First

Sahana Ravikiran (3D)

Second

Eeshan Prusty (4E)

Second

Ananya Sudhir Rao (3D)

Second

Bhuvi Ananth(4A)

Second

Arohee Garg (3D)

Third

Trisha Bhandarkar (4E)

Third

Charvi Sahni (3B)

Third

Stuti Bhageria (4B)

Third

Vrishank Ramesh (5D)

First

Shreya Vivek (3B)

Consolation

Anvi Srivastava (4E)

Consolation

Akshaya K (8B)

First

Ahana Kedilaya (3C)

Consolation

Anagha J (4A)

Consolation

Pratham G.M (6C)

Second

Arshu Arun (4D)

Consolation

Srinaya Sindhukumar (5C)

Third

Slogan writing Competition

Grades 5-7 and Grade 8-10
NAME

PRIZE

FACTS – Wonder Why?
1. How far is it to the moon?
The moon is 238,900 miles away from earth.
The journey would take almost three weeks in a
jumbo jet. If you walked, it would take seven
years

2. Does a giraffe have a voice?
Yes. But for such a big animal, a giraffe has a
very soft voice. Mostly they grunt or bleat.
Females moo quietly when they are hungry, or
when they are looking after their babies.

3. What is toothpaste made of?
Toothpaste contains chalk powder to polish
teeth. Foamy detergent in the toothpaste cleans
teeth and the chemical fluoride keeps teeth
strong. Toothpaste also consists of flavoured oils
for taste, disinfectants to kill germs, and seaweed
gel that binds all the ingredients together.

I wrote this poem in March when 7th grade (the previous academic year)
ended so abruptly for me. This poem is addressed to my friends to whom I
have expressed my feelings.

Memories of Friendship
It was one full year ago,
We walked into our class.
Happy, always with friends,
Or at least that's what we thought.
Slowly as time went by,

4. What are caves made of?

We gradually stopped being shy.

Caves are hollows in the ground. They can be
large chambers far below the surface, or just
holes in the sides of hills or cliffs. Some caves
are made by rainwater trickling through cracks in
the rocks. Some are worn away by seawater.

And what followed was
The best year of my life!
Yeah, we had our ups and downs
That made it a crazy rollercoaster ride.
But just like our Wonderla trip,

5. Why do cakes rise when they bake?

We always got back with a greater bond.
Our Annual Day, that December

A cook mixes a teaspoonful or more of baking
powder into the cake mixture. When the cake is
baked in the oven, the heat causes the baking
powder to make tiny bubbles of carbon dioxide
inside the cake. The bubbles then expand
making the cake rise.

Feels like yesterday, I still remember
Our hilarious jokes, ceaseless laughter, and fun

Oh, together, all the naughty things we've done!
The long breaks quickly past
Our free periods too never did last!

6. What are the waves?

Of my best memories, you've all been apart

Waves are formed when winds blow over a
moving body of water. If a gentle wind blows,
the water will move slowly. If the wind is strong
and blustery, large waves will swirl and crash
against the shore.

But, as they say, 'All good things fall apart'.
Now that it's all over
What can I say?
I am doing my best
To keep my tears at bay.
TIME FLIES,

7. What is an echo?

MEMORIES DON'T.

An echo is the 'instant replay' of a sound. When
sound hits a surface nearby, it bounces off so
quickly that you do not get a chance to hear it.
An echo can be heard when sound takes some
time to travel back. In open areas like mountains
and hills, or large empty rooms, echoes can be
clearly heard.

EVEN IF WE GET SEPARATED,

Lakshanya N
II B

OUR LOVE WON'T!
Ankita Vakde
8D
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Fill your paper with the breathings of your heart - William Wordsworth.
In the journal you do not just express yourself more openly than you could to any person, you create yourself. The journal is a vehicle
for your sense of selfhood, it represents you as emotionally and spiritually independent. It's never too late to get started with a journal
and when you go through a time in life when things are changing or you want to make changes there is no better place to start than
with journaling.
It can be an exciting time to write down your daily progress on how your life is floating, it helps you to be focused and to get mindful
about what is going on inside your head. It allows you to dig down real deep into your mind and put those feelings down into words.
Journal writing is a skill in itself that asks for commitment, practice, and honesty. It is also a perfect practice for creative people.

As journaling has many educational and emotional benefits, a topic is shared every Friday through the Edumerge portal. Students are
encouraged to write on the topic and share their work. The best pieces will be published in NHT every month.

TOPIC FOR THE WEEK: My strongest emotion at the moment is ------ because ----.
The Fear of Covid-19

Transition to Online Classes during
Lockdown

My strongest emotion at the moment
is fear. The fear that one mistake of
mine can cost a loved one's life. One
trivial mistake, and I might have to
live with the fact that I am the reason
for someone being lost into the dark
ocean of abyss.
I know it's cliché, but right now I feel
like a bird trapped in a cage.
I am just waiting for the day when I shall become
stronger than the cage that has confined me for a little
too long.
I long to soar outside fearlessly; hug my near and dear
ones, and tell them how much I miss them. I wish all this
had never happened.
The desolation caused by a microscopic non-living thing,
in a world, where we think we are higher and mightier
than everything else shows what a joke we are to
nature's inconceivable superiority.

That is the scariest part.

Ankita Vakde
8E
Hameanansu
Honestly, my emotions have changed my view of the
world. They have made me a much stronger and
confident
person.
My
strongest
emotion?
A
homogeneous fusion of happiness, melancholy, anxiety,
anger, and surprise. I could call it 'Hameanansu' which is
formed using the first two letters from my list of
emotions. This sounds like a Chinese word. So, I have to
conjure up another name. Surely later, I will come up
with a unique name to describe my emotion. It would be
closely associated with the gravity of the current
situation.
Anxiety? Now, stepping out of the house is an expedition
unknown because its outcome could mean either
survival or …. A month ago, the mere sight of a honey
bee would make me jump a mile, but now, seeing a
person cough would be my worst nightmare for another
fortnight.

My strongest emotion at
the moment is ‘confusion’
because I went from
relaxing,
eating
ice
cream
and
playing
games,
to
online
classes. This is a period
of transition that I still
need to get accustomed
to.

Gratitude in Covid Times
My strongest emotion now is ‘fear’ because of the
worldwide COVID-19 pandemic, which has affected
every person in the world. I am thankful to God for
keeping all my family members and me safe in this
current situation. I express my deep gratitude towards
all the health and public service workers, including
doctors, nurses, policemen, security guards, delivery
men, and other health staff members. I am grateful
also to the schools for trying their best to keep us,
students, safe during this unpresidential time.
This is a difficult time for me as I am missing my
school, my classroom, and my friends. I like playing in
the park, but now I have to spend my time indoors.
Most of all, I miss my outings. I miss shopping, eating
at restaurants, and watching movies in the mall.
I am experiencing a bundle of emotions in this current
situation. I wish all of this gets over quickly, and
everything is back to normal once again. Only then
will 'HAPPINESS' be our strongest emotion.

Anagha Gopakumar
8E

Many students deal with the transition to the busy
school life from the laid-back lifestyle of summer
vacations. However, the transition was harder this year
because our summer vacation had prolonged due to
the ongoing pandemic. We got used to the melancholic
life during the quarantine. The sudden transition to
online classes took time.
Ironically, the start of this school year was quite a
welcome one. We learned our first lesson that it was
INDEED possible to get bored of playing games all
day.
Online classes provide a platform for learning. Despite
the fact of not being able to interact with our friends and
teachers, we can enjoy school life all the same.
Through perseverance, we can brave this challenge
and emerge stronger.

Prahlad Kini
8E

Our Healing Environment
My strongest emotion at the moment is ‘Hope’, as the
Earth has been healing itself during the lockdown.

‘ON CLOUD NINE’ WITH ONLINE CLASSES

Anger? A few weeks ago, I was angry with the virus for
destroying world peace. Now, I realize how pointless it
was that few irresponsible citizens of the world should
feel my wrath.

The world has come to a sudden standstill in the
lockdown just like a clock when its battery is drained
out. The factories are closed. All vehicles are standing
still, and no honking can be heard around the world,
right now.

My strongest emotion at this moment is 'happiness'. I
am immensely happy right now. The reason is our
class teacher's message regarding ‘online classes’
which will be resuming soon! I love online classes and
am glad that they will start once again. I can continue
learning new topics without getting bored.

Happiness and melancholy? Devastating news daily,
makes my heart bleed. When the news channels decide
to take a break and report the news of people
recovering, I feel optimistic and hopeful.

Every morning, I used to wake up to the unpleasant
sound of honking vehicles, which caused my frequent
headaches. Now, I wake up to the calming sounds of
birds chirping.

With the number of co-vid cases increasing, the time I
can spend outdoors has greatly reduced. But, how much
fun can you have at home entertaining yourself with the
same thing over and over again? And, as long as I am
confined within four walls, boredom is definite. Still, the
biggest question remains. Could I wake up tomorrow
morning and hear about the disappearance of the virus?
I am waiting to be greatly surprised!

Life's come to a standstill. There is no hustle-bustle
around. There is no rush to catch the bus which
contributes to atmospheric and noise pollution. We are
now breathing fresh air and have time to watch the
clouds. Most people are exercising at home. In return,
nature is healing.

Hariharan
IX C

Lately, peacocks were seen in a jungle of urban
buildings. Pumas were spotted on the streets of a city.
A deer was observed exploring the subway of Japan.
The water has become crystal-clear in the canals of
Venice. Some people also witnessed ducks and swans
paddling in the canals.
Bangalore has almost reached the peak of its glory
which means that there is a lot of greenery. We must
not start polluting it again. Earlier, my father used to
check areas of heavy traffic on his mobile. Now, he
relaxes before his work and jogs with my brother in the
morning.

A balanced life is necessary for a student. Online
classes like dance, music, art, and craft are very
interesting. Virtual classes help me gain knowledge
and improve my skills. I can chat with friends during my
spare time and have lots of fun. There is positive
engagement with my classmates, friends and teachers.
Since my parents are working, they have limited time to
impart structured academic knowledge to me. I am now
happy that I will receive the same through online
classes.
I feel proud of my school for resuming online classes.
At this moment, I promise to work hard, grab the best
from virtual classes, and be an outstanding performer
in the current academic year.

PAPIHA
VC

Worry and Fear in Lockdown
My strongest emotion at the moment is ‘WORRY &
FEAR’ because of the current pandemic ‘COVID-19’. It
all started in CHINA in Wuhan's wet market by the end
of 2019. It was the place of origin of the infection.
Spreading rapidly, the infection has engulfed and
infected millions of people across the globe. There is a
danger to everyone's life if we do not take the required
precautions.
Today, stepping out of the house even to buy
essentials, going for a job, or meeting friends is like
risking our lives. There is no vaccine discovered yet for
this dreadful disease and the count of infected people is
just increasing daily. I constantly worry and fear about
this never-ending phase.
School life! … yes, my school, teachers, friends, and
the fun which we used to have along with studies, are
missed deeply by me these days. All those days seem
like a dream when we used to walk and breathe freely
without a mask. We never bothered about sanitisation
and mingled with friends and relatives without caring
about social distancing. These days social distancing is
a must in our day-to-day life.

People are sighting rare visitors like bulbuls. Visitors
like parrots, bulbuls, red-tailed hawks, weaver birds,
and white pigeons have enthralled children and grownups, in various urban areas.
Lush greenery surrounds our apartment. Several
flowers like the rose and hibiscus are blossoming in
different colours like pink, yellow and white. Inspired by
nature, many of my friends have taken up photography
as a hobby. World Environment Day was surely
celebrated ideally, this year.

Jayant Patwari
4C

The Anticipated Cure
My strongest emotion is 'fear' of the Covid-19
pandemic. I am fearful of this and have no idea about
what is going to happen in future. Since December
2019, the situation worldwide has worsened. I am
scared that this situation is going to keep increasing. I
feel sorry for the families who have lost their dear
ones.
On the contrary, I also believe that one day this is going
to end, and a vaccine will be available to cure the world
of this pandemic. By God's grace, I am happy that my
family and friends are all safe till now.

Swasti Chavan
5A

Missing School Days

I sincerely pray to Almighty God to eradicate this
COVID-19 overnight, and make this world a free, happy
and safe and place for all of us to live in.

My online classes for the day have just got over and
my strongest emotion right now is ... 'sadness'?? Yes,
sadness.
School life is not the same anymore. We are studying
Sunny Chander
and practicing various skills at home.
IV D
At school, we sit in a classroom and learn without
distractions. We also meet and chat with our friends.
Our Wired Thoughts
Many games are enjoyed together with friends. We
During class today, my teacher usually have a pen, a book or basketball in our hands.
asked me to present something It is a place where our mind is never free and swirls
on a topic, we had been with ideas, formulas, equations, scores, and fantasies.
working on. Just when I
agreed, I heard a classmate I love school! Who doesn't? Some students prefer
complain about extra work and sports to studies. Many like reading books, while art
and craft activities provide most students with pleasure
that someone else could do it.
and happiness.
I didn't mind not working on it, but I began to think
whether I was too involved in class, and did not give my
I am filled with sadness for the people who are
friends a chance to prove themselves. It could also be an
suffering due to the pandemic. Sadness fills my heart
inbuilt human trait that I failed to realize myself.
for people who are struggling financially. I empathize
with students like me who are stuck within the four
Are we all wired to be selfish to get the best for
walls of their houses. There is a feeling of fear and
ourselves? Are we all trying to go that extra mile today
sadness because of this deadly virus.
for an easier tomorrow? Are we all wired to keep
ourselves so busy that we don't have time to look in the
Now, I would like to conclude with four words which
mirror and see what we have become? These are the
you must have heard countless times over the past few
questions that keep my mind occupied.
months. Nevertheless, I reiterate them, `Stay home,

Aadya Raj
VII C

stay safe'.

SRUTHI R
VIII C
Family Bonding in Covid Times
‘Physically apart, emotionally bonded and full of hope’,
that is how I am feeling at the moment. Due to the
pandemic, we have been mainly at home during the last
four months. I was not able to meet or spend time with
relatives and friends or even meet my teachers. Do I
feel lonely and sad? No, as a family we are united and
bonded. Surely, we will get through this.

I felt a strong bond developing between my family members. We spent time doing household chores like cleaning
and cooking together. We spent time playing board games, singing, reading, dancing, walking on the terrace and
even watching TV.
We also made regular video calls to my grandparents and even played games through calls. We gave food and
essentials to the needy, and hope as well.

Lockdown in the US
My strongest emotion at the moment is 'anxiety' and
'contentment' because of the COVID-19.
Covid-19 is the first pandemic my generation is
facing. It has left the entire world struggling to cope
with and find a vaccine for it. Anxiety during such
times is obvious as there is no certainty.

I am quite anxious for everything to reopen and have
some fun outside. Being in the US which has
maximum Covid-19 cases during this time has been
quite a challenge. I wanted to travel and explore but
all my plans crashed due to the pandemic.
As there are two sides to a coin, I am happy to have
got enough time with my family and close friends. I
have started to work on my math skills with my father
which is fun. I love playing with my baby brother. This
has made up for all the lost time when we were all
busy and could not spend so much time together.
I have also picked up some new hobbies like baking
and gymnastics. There are two bakers I follow on
YouTube, who inspire me to learn and try new things.
Now, I can bake cakes. I can do cartwheels and
handstands too pretty well.
Well, now in California the number of cases is
reducing. Some hikes and other outdoor activities are
opening up. So, I think this is going to be a really fun
summer. I hope that soon the whole world gets back
to normal, and I can get back to Bangalore and start
attending my school. Staying positive!

Srishti Singh
VE

My strongest emotion is 'Hope'. I feel bonded emotionally with my loved ones. I am positive and hopeful that things
will become better!

Tanisha Kelkar
VD
Our Hope amid Darkness
The world is facing a multitude of problems right now. This statement very briefly explains the current situation. Being
at home for so long has given me some time to think. After all that introspection, my strongest emotion is a
combination of ‘happiness’ and ‘sadness’.

Every day the number of infected people just keeps getting higher and higher, and as it is proceeding now, the end is
not even in sight. This pandemic has caused so much instability both economically and socially, that our
governments are scrambling to find solutions. Most of the industries that keep the economy of our country afloat are
struggling to stay above the water themselves. All the people who earn their livelihood on a day-to-day basis rather
than monthly, have found themselves with no means to buy food, they need to survive.
The most important thing we can do right now is to stay indoors and stay as positive as we can. There is always a light at the end of the tunnel no matter how far away it
seems. The people of our nation have risen to this challenge by helping out in as many ways they can. The 'co-vid warriors' continue to perform their noble tasks every day.
Various organizations and volunteers are trying to help families in need. These people are the source of inspiration to others. They are like the lone candle flames in the
ever-growing darkness around.
To those reading this, please remember, ‘Stay safe and stay positive’.

Nihal Vedapalli
IX C
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Students’ Creative Corner

MAITRI C
2D

SHRANJNA HARIHARAN
3A

PRANAV VENKAT ATHREYA
9C

HARINI SRIRAM
4E

ISHANVI VIJAY
2E

NISCHITHA
9B

MHITHRAA HARIHARAN
10 A

GUNUPUREE RISHITA
4B

Neha
8D

Ananya Rao
III D

SWATI ADIGA
9D
MIHIKA CHAUHAN
1D

NIDHI REDDY
2B

ARYAN SACHIN
II D
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